When It Rains
Solo with optional harmonies (violin obbligato on separate score)

Sally DeFord

When the sky is veiled and the wind is high,
When the shadows loom and gather,
In the
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When I ... gale as the branches fly, When the light fails altogether.

When the thunder rolls, and the heavens weep, and the torrents fall, and the floods run deep. There's a

God above, who never sleeps, Watching over me.
When it rains above the grey the light of day still waits for me.
Heaven keeps the glowing sun ablaze for me. when it rains,
He will fill the thirsty rivers with His love,
And my soul with living water from above,
My faith will
When it rains—grow like the rivers’ flow, when it rains.

When my heart is grey like the stormy sky, when my dreams are tossed and tattered, in the wintry gale as they pass me by, and I watch them fly and
When It Rains

When I wake to find that my world has changed, That this life of mine has been rearranged, There's a God above, who knows my pain, Watching over me. When it rains, Above the grey the light of day still waits for me.
Heaven keeps the glowing sun a-blaze for me when it rains, When it rains He will
fill the thirsty rivers with His love, And my soul with living water from above,
My faith will grow like the rivers' flow, when it rains, When it rains, — —
When it rains, He will fill the thirsty rivers with His love.

And my soul with living water from above,

My faith will grow like the rivers' flow, when it rains.